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Kevlar© is used in bulletproof vests and body armor to 
protect your core. We use it in strategic places around the 
binding-to-board interface to protect the construction from 

impacts during hard landings. 

Your secret weapon for rails, rocks and longevity! With 
it´s unique edge profile and an impact resistance of 
more than 200% compared to a standard edge - the 
Railkiller Edge is twice as thick and twice as strong. This 
proprietary construction can take on any rail challenge. 
Take a file to them or ride them hard and wear them down 
naturally, this chunk of steel has enough meat for years 

of abuse.

NITRO Snowboard Tech
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POWERLITE CORE: LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE AND POP
The highest grade of ultra-lightweight poplar wood in our Powerlite core makes for the perfect 
ride with lots of pop and unmatched strength at a minimum weight.

POWERCORE: PERFORMANCE DRIVEN
Our Powercore uses tip-to-tail poplar wood, providing lightweight strength and the perfect 
blend of flex, response and feel. 

POWER CORE II: ENHANCED PERFORMANCE AND EXTRA STRENGTH
The Powercore II is a tip-to-tail poplar wood core with additional beech wood stringers for unrivalled 
strength, smooth response and insane snap.

KOROYD™ CORE
The latest in core technology, utilizing co-extruded miniature tubes, vertically aligned and welded, with 
unique energy absorption properties, KoroydTM is approximately 70% lighter than standard balsa wood, 
with no loss in strength or flex. This engineered core is utilized in the tip and tail of the new HIGHLANDER 
model for reduced swing mass and overall weight.

Cores
Overlaying a tighter sidecut radius in the center of the board with a 
larger one towards tip and tail is creating our exclusive POWERPODS 
which have two amazing effects: On one hand, there is extended 
board width under the bindings, resulting in additional edge control, 
especially on hard and icy surfaces as well as simply less toe and heel 
drag for larger boots and flatter stance angles. On the other hand, 
our POWERPODS make the board super reactive and fast turning 
once it’s put on edge – while keeping it easy to control if ridden with 

less dynamics.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.                    2.          3.     4.
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NITRO Snowboard Tech

Cambers Lines
In todays world there are so many different names, classifications, and marketing schemes out there that are used to hype up the camber design, most of them don´t even function in a way that will help people become better snowboarders. We 
have decided to cut the crap and keep snowboarding simple by simplifying our camber names and technologies to only those that work, and that are approved by our regional and global team riders, and friends. That is why we have chosen to 
offer the four camber profiles that really work, and we are not overcomplicating things by micro-slicing and renaming them – Even though all of our camber profiles are adjusted to match the type of person or terrain the boards are designed for, 
but TRÜE camber is camber, Gullwing is gullwing, Flat-Out is Flat-Out, and Cam-Out is Cam-Out. Real camber technology that works, and does not need a marketing scheme to prove it.

Trüe Camber: 
TRÜE Camber is good old standard camber, which provides the stability, and pop many shreds can´t live without. The amount of snap and support you get from a cambered board is 
unrivalled by any other camber design. Our TRÜE Camber varies between board models because each board is specifically designed for a certain terrain or type of riding, for example 
the TRÜE Camber in our Pantera SC has a larger height for maximum response, while the TRÜE Camber in our freestyle boards are lower to provide you with a more freestyle friendly flex, 
without loosing the support and trust you need for stomping landings. Camber is Camber there is no point in over complicating it!

Cam-Out Camber:
Our Cam-Out Camber us basically a Trüe Camber with early and smooth transitions into Tip and Tail. The result is a fun and responsive board that turns on the spot and is forgiving, even 
after that 713.5° landing!

Flat Out Rocker
Flat-Out Rocker is a hybrid flat camber profile where the nose and tail lift off before the traditional contact points, providing effortless turns, and catch-free maneuvers. The lifted nose and 
tail provide excellent float, pressability, and forgiveness in any terrain. The ultimate hybrid between Zero Camber and Reverse Camber to allow you to have the most playful yet stabile ride 
for easy progression and all-mountain domination. The profile of choice for park, freestyle, and urban riders worldwide.

Gullwing Rocker:
A hybrid Camber/Rocker profile in a league of it´s own, Gullwing offers the best of both worlds for the All-Mountain Destroyer. The Positive Camber under each foot supplies riders with 
the response they know and love while the Reverse Camber Profile in the center allows you to experience unparalleled float in the Powder, as well as superb press-ability in the Park. This 
Do-It-All design allows you to have a Quiver of one and ride the whole Mountain like a Terrain Park.

running length

running length

running length

running length

Sidecuts
RADIAL SIDECUT

The simplest and most common of all sidecuts: One single radius makes this 
sidecut extremely versatile and predictable.

PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT
A larger radius in the front, blended into a tighter one towards the tail: The 
progressive sidecut makes accelerating out of turns a breeze, while maintaining 

a catch-free nose area.

DUAL / TRI PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT:
Tighter radius towards tip and tail improve control, acceleration and grip. Combined with a mellower tip and tail flex, these sidecuts give Eero Ettala and Sven 

Thorgren just the right amount of control they‘re looking for.

DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT:
This sidecut blends a smaller radius in the center with two larger ones in the tip 

and tail, making it loose and playful. The most forgiving of our sidecuts.

NITRO Snowboard Tech

Base Materials
PREMIUM EXTRUDED FH BASE: 
EASY AND VERSATILE
Durability, speed and low maintenance all in one ultra clear 
base material - our FH Base takes the abuse of rail and urban 
riding like no other.

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA II: 
FASTEST AND DURABLE
Rocket science put to work! A nanotech wax formula deeply 
infused into our sintered base material makes the base surface 
lightening fast in all snow conditions. Highly tuned yet extremely 
durable, SPEED FORMULA II base technology is exclusively 
featured on Nitro high-end boards. 

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA BASE: 
HIGH DENSITY - HIGH DURABILITY
Utilizing a new base material compound, we have been able to 
achieve higher abrasion resistance, increased wax absorption 
and higher on-snow speeds.
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NITRO Snowboard Tech

Laminates Flex  Profiles
URBAN: 
SMOOTH AND LOOSE
These ultra flexible boards can be tweaked any way you like, from rails to butter 
tricks, and they won’t wash out on you.

NITRO Snowboard Tech

SOFTRIDE FLEX
An Nitro exclusive construction: Spider web-like binding raisers allow us to make sweet soft-flexing boards for 
young shredders while respecting all required standards for binding insert depth and pullout strength. Featured on 
smaller Ripper and Muse sizes.

PROGRESSIVE WIDTH
The progressive width is an exclusive feature on the Überspoon and Slash. Starting out with a medium width profile 
at the smallest size, these boards get progressively wider as they go up in size, ensuring an ideal board-to-boot 
match and a perfectly balanced board for riders of every size.

PARK: 
TUNED FOR PROGRESSION
Specifically tuned for park riding, this flex pattern is forgiving yet responsive; 
allowing you to take your riding to the next level on jumps and rails.

ALL TERRAIN: 
ALL MOUNTAIN POP
Our most versatile flex pattern, combining Nitro’s signature pop with smooth 
response, allowing you to tear up the entire mountain. 

MOUNTAIN: 
SPEED AND POWER
With maximum response and drive for fast, all-mountain riding, this snappy flex 
pattern creates powerful boards for powerful riders.

Core Profiles

REFLEX CORE PROFILE: ENHANCED PROFILE CONTROL
A thinner core profile between your feet improves handling and increases torsional flex, allowing you to steer your 
board through a turn with ease.

WHIPLASH CORE PROFILE: MAXIMUM OLLIE POWER
This profile features reduced thickness between the inserts with added meat outside your feet for maximum ollie power, 
while maintaining a perfect press flex.

BI-LITE LAMINATES: FORGIVING AND STRONG
Our rider-trusted Bi-Lite Laminates are engineered for unrivaled 
strength, powerful style and refined board-feel.

DIAMOND BAND
Carbon reinforcement fibers are ultra strong yet lightweight. Tip-to-
tail stringers transfer rider’s input to help you drive your board and 
stay in control. 

TRI-LITE LAMINATES: RESPONSIVE AND BALANCED
The perfect blend of flex and torsion control, Nitro tuned Tri-Lite 
Laminates with fibers running in 3 directions make for quick turning, 
highly responsive boards.

DIAMOND LAMINATES: ULTRALIGHT AND POWERFUL
Well-balanced layers of carbon fiber establish a new level in 
performance. More snap and liveliness provide a smooth, powerful 
and effortless ride. 

HIKE PODS
Featured exclusively on our Doppleganger split board, the new Hike Pods are specifically designed to add grip 
under the bindings in hiking mode, making those icy traverses just a bit more fun.

OLD! ASYMMETRICAL TWIN SHAPE
A Nitro original invention: already 25 years ago, we figured out that the body‘s ability to lean into a turn is different 
between toe- and heelside. So we designed the Asymmetrical Twin, a board that has a deeper heelside sidecut 
to compensate for the human body‘s inability to bend the knees in both ways :-). The Diablo model is a modern 
interpretation in shape, construction and flex of the two asymmetrical twin boards offered back in the day.

TECH FEATURES
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FreeridingMEN´S

The True Essence Of Snowboarding

These boards were designed to take advantage of any marked or unmarked trail in your 
path. With an array of camber profiles, flexes, shapes, and edge technology to provide 
anyone, looking to shred the mountain their own way, with a board so fitting to their riding 
style it feels customized. From the lightest board we make, the Highlander, to the most 
affordable splitboard on the market, the Nomad, we have focused on riders who ride the 
mountain with no regard to marked trails – for the snowboarders that go where they want 

to go, whenever they want.



HIGHLANDER 

Description
The absolute lightest weight technology combined with new KOROYD® 
technology to create the lightest and most responsive board in the entire Nitro 
lineup. This Directional boss has a perfect mix of response and aggressiveness, 
supplied by a combination of TRÜE Camber and Diamond Laminates, for 
flying down any face in any condition. The KOROYD® in the tip and tail 
provide an amazing swing weight reduction for increased control. Our Power 
Pods allow for high-speed turns and edge hold on any surface. The bar has 

been raised.

Artwork
Paul Brown

King Of The Mountain - Stronger, Faster, Lighter

Sizes

159

Characteristics 
SHAPE: DIRECTIONAL SHAPE - TRÜE CAMBER - MID-WIDE WIDTH 

ALL-TERRAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT  

Special Features
POWER PODS - EXCLUSIVE KOROYD CORE - DIAMOND LAMINATES - 

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA II BASE

Key Technology

KOROYD™ CORE

 

The latest in core technology, utilizing co-extruded miniature tubes, vertically 

aligned and welded, with unique energy absorption properties, KoroydTM 

is approximately 70% lighter than standard balsa wood, with no loss in 

strength or flex.

Description
Even more responsive than our beloved standard Pantera, the Pantera SC takes 
precision and high speed snowboarding to a whole new level. The amount of 
speed generated in and out of turns can only be described as G-Forces. The 
combination of our Diamond Laminates and Sintered Speed Formula II Base 
will allow you to handle the record-breaking speeds with ease. Built for those 
looking to drive a Formula 1 car down the mountain – nothing but the best!

Artwork
Paul Brown

Nothing To Prove

Characteristics 
TAPERED DIRECTIONAL SHAPE - TRÜE CAMBER - MID-WIDE WIDTH

MOUNTAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERLITE CORE - DIAMOND LAMINATES - SINTERED SPEED FORMU-

LA II BASE

Sizes

Key Technology

163 160

PANTERA SC

DIAMOND LAMINATES

 

Well-balanced layers of carbon fiber establish a new level in performance. 

More snap and liveliness provide a smooth, powerful and effortless ride. 
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163 166
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This season Bryan Fox and Austin Smith worked together with their longtime friends at Poler 
to create a graphic and Quiver line that represents the essence of Quiver Snowboarding – 
Adventures. Four custom snowboards for any condition, snow depth, and mountain range. 

QuiverTHE

SERIES



183 CANNON 
Bigger For A Reason

Designed For Mountain Surfing

163 NUAT
Non-Un-Asymmetrical Twin
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Key Technology

BILITE LAMINATES

 

Our rider-trusted Bi-Lite Laminates are engineered for unrivaled strength, 

powerful style and refined board-feel.

183 163

Description
The only way to ride the deepest of pow – large and in charge. You never see 
big wave surfers bring out their short boards for the big waves, so why would 
you settle for anything less than the 183cm Nitro Cannon Tapered Swallowtail 
equipped with Cam-Out Camber to keep you floating and in control on the 
deepest of pow days. No matter where you are or how deep it is you will be 

the most prepared guy on the mountain on any pow day.

Artwork
Austin Smith & Bryan Fox

Characteristics 
TAPERED SWALLOWTAIL SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER - 

MID-WIDE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE II - BI-LITE LAMINATES
SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

Description
This new, fun, surf-inspired shape utilizes classic surfboard “wings” on the tip 
and tail for faster turns and maneuvering through the trees. The extreme pintail 
will allow you to whip turns and throw up mind-blowing sprays quicker than 
any other board on the market. The shape and Cam-Out Camber is designed 
to give you the ultimate surf feel while riding down any mountain, without 
sacrificing the needed support and response for getting out of tricky situations. 
Once you take one run on the NUAT (Non-Un-Asymmetrical Twin) you will 

never see the mountain the same – every turn is sweeter than the last! 

Artwork
Austin Smith & Bryan Fox

Characteristics 
AMAZING! SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER - MID-WIDE WIDTH

ALL TERRAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE II - BI-LITE LAMINATES
SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

AUSTIN SMITH

 

“I like the Cannon when I need all the speed I can get, at flatter resorts it is a 

game changer, you never get stuck in the flats”

Artist Spotlight



154 POW 
Designed By Smith & Fox For Good Times

The All-Mountain Surfer

149
TREEHUGGER
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154 149

Description
Hand designed by Austin Smith in his Bend, OR home. This board was 
designed to be as quick as possible, without loosing the float you need in 
nipple deep pow. The wide nose and extremely tapered shape will allow you 
to keep speed in any terrain while the TRÜE Camber allows you to quickly 
maneuver through trees and stop huge cliffs. The Pow board has tested and 
proven technology by Austin and Bryan in Japan, Alaska, The Alps, and all 

over the US backcountry. The most fun way to ride pow!

Artwork
Austin Smith & Bryan Fox

Characteristics 
TAPERED SWALLOWTAIL SHAPE - TRÜE CAMBER - WIDE WIDTH

ALL TERRAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE II - BI-LITE LAMINATES
SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

Description
This new super-stubby swallowtail surf shape is the offspring of Austin Smith 
& Bryan Fox´s original Quiver Pow board, designed to take tree runs one 
step further, and quicker. Short swallowtail length and Cam-Out Camber 
combine to deliver a pow floater that knows how to take aggressive hairpin 
turns through the tightest of trees with ease. The wide nose floats through 
double over-head pow days with ease, while the Sintered Speed Formula HD 
Base and short swallowtail keeps you hauling ass over the flattest of areas! 

Mountains open - Surfs up! 

Artwork
Austin Smith & Bryan Fox

Characteristics 
TAPERED SWALLOWTAIL SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER - 

MID-WIDE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE II - BI-LITE LAMINATES
SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

BRYAN FOX

 

“For everyday shredding all over the mountain and hopefully there will be 

powder.”

Artist Spotlight
Key Technology

TRÜE CAMBER

 

TRÜE Camber is good old standard camber, which provides the stability, 

and pop many shreds can´t live without. The amount of snap and support 

you get from a cambered board is unrivalled by any other camber design. 

Our TRÜE Camber varies between board models because each board is 

specifically designed for a certain terrain or type of riding, for example the 

TRÜE Camber in our Pantera SC has a larger height for maximum response, 

while the TRÜE Camber in our freestyle boards are lower to provide you 

with a more freestyle friendly flex, without loosing the support and trust you 

need for stomping landings. Camber is Camber there is no point in over 

complicating it!



MOUNTAIN 
Built For The Entire Mountain

Sizes

Key Technology

Years Of Experience

Sizes

Key Technology

PANTERA
& PANTERA WIDE
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POWERCORE II

 

The Powercore II is a tip-to-tail poplar wood core with additional beech 

wood stringers for unrivalled strength, smooth response and insane snap.

DIAMOND BAND

 

Carbon reinforcement fibers are ultra strong yet lightweight. Tip-to-tail 

stringers transfer rider’s input to help you drive your board and stay in 

control.  

163 166

163 160 169W 166W 163W160 157

Description
Originally designed by Quiver pioneers Austin Smith and Bryan Fox to be their 
everyday all-mountain shred stick of choice, the Mountain was so popular in 
demand that we are now offering this Tapered Directional “do it all” beast 
in three different sizes. The beautiful floaty shape and our Cam-Out Camber 
offer a ride so smooth and précises you will be able to fly effortlessly down 
any face with style and pro like poise. If you are looking for a board to ride the 
whole mountain with no matter the snow condition, slush, ice, hopefully pow, 

than pick up this all-terrain beauty and beast.

Artwork
Paul Brown

Characteristics 
TAPERED DIRECTIONAL SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER - MID-WIDE WIDTH

ALL TERRAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE II - BI-LITE LAMINATES
SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

Description
The Pantera is the definition of heritage. This all mountain beast has been an 
icon in the snowboard world for years because of its unmatched performance, 
precision, and snap. Navigating the mountain with the Pantera strapped to 
your feet will be the ride of your life. One toe-side turn and you´ll never 
look back. Years of development have created a beast that is ready to be 

unleashed.

Artwork
Paul Brown

Characteristics 
TAPERED DIRECTIONAL SHAPE - TRÜE CAMBER

MID-WIDE AND WIDE WIDTH - MOUNTAIN FLEX
PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERLITE CORE - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - TRI-LITE LAMINATES

DIAMOND BAND - SINTERED SPEED FORMULA II BASE



SLASH 
You´ve Never Floated Like This Before

Sizes

The Bigger The Better!

Sizes

MAGNUM
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166 171

168 165 162 159161 157

Description
Powder days will never be the same again after you take one run on the new 
Slash. The combination of the Flat-Out Rocker and the tapered directional 
shape will open your eyes to a snowboarding world you have never seen 
before. Floating, slashing, and bashing will leave you smiling all winter long. 
We know not every day is a pow day, so we have created the perfect blend 
of sidecut and flex to give you a surf like flow even on the choppiest of days.  

Artwork
Janos Hartman

Characteristics 
TAPERED DIRECTIONAL SHAPE - FLAT-OUT ROCKER

PROGRESSIVE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERLITE CORE - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

Description
The new Cam-Out Camber amplifies pop, precision while maintaining a 
smooth progression friendly ride, to this already heavily equipped high-
calipered all-mountain boss. Crafted for larger riders and bigger feet, reducing 
toe and heal drag without compromising an ounce of performance or feel. The 
best wide board on the market, because it was designed to ride like a normal 

snowboard. Drop into the Magnum for good times all season long.

Artwork
Ryan Besch

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER - WIDE WIDTH

MOUNTAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERLITE CORE - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

Artist Spotlight

RYAN BESCH

 

Designer / Illustrator / Printmaker living and working in Western New York 

with my wife and three kids. Inspired by the films, music, comics, pop culture 

/ art of the past and collector of old tactiles. Design by meat grinder.

www.your-cinema.net

Artist Spotlight

JANOS HARTMAN

 

I started to draw at kindergarden. I didnt grow up ever since. Started with 

skateboarding and snowboarding in the 90s and I paddled out to catch my 

first wave 6 years ago.  Im super stoked to designing snowboard graphics 

for Nitro .

www.hartmanngraphics.com



DOPPLEGANGER 
Take Your Adventure One Step Further!

The Most Affordable Adventure You Can Find!

Sizes
NOMAD
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164 165

161 156

Description
Splitboard meets Ferrari performance for an even more exciting backcountry 
adventure. For those looking to go past the existing splitboard tracks, and 
get even more powder than ever before. The Doppleganger has all the tools 
you need to get to any unmarked and untouched powder with our Hike Pods 
technology for better edge grip on the way up. The Cam-Out Camber and 
directional mid-wide shape will give you the reliable precision and float to 
navigate any terrain on the way down with plenty of energy to take another 

lap all day long. 

Artwork
Paul Brown

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL SPLITBOARD SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER

MID-WIDE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
ICE-FREE HOOKS - HIKE PODS - POWERLITE CORE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE - VOILÈ COMPATIBLE INSERT 
PATTERN - TIP AND TAIL LOCKS - T7075 ALUMINUM HOOKS

Description
Designed to be the most affordable splitboard on the market, without 
sacrificing any technology, to get you off the marked trails and into the real 
terrain. Equipped with our Flat-Out Rocker and critically acclaimed Power 
Pods to allow you to ride anything with style and ease while having edge grip 
that can guide you out of any tricky or icy situation. You deserve to experience 

more than just what is on the trail map, without hurting your wallet. 

Artwork
Paul Brown

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL SPLITBOARD SHAPE - FLAT-OUT ROCKER

MID-WIDE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX - RADIAL SIDECUT 

Special Features
ICE-FREE HOOKS - POWER PODS - POWERCORE - BI-LITE LAMINATES
PREMIUM EXTRUDED FH BASE  - VOILÈ COMPATIBLE INSERT PATTERN - 

TIP AND TAIL LOCKS - T7075 ALUMINUM HOOKS

Sizes

160

ICE-FREE HOOKS

Nitro‘s stainless hooks are mounted from the top, leaving your base side 
smooth and without any metal parts for snow to stick and ice to build up.

SPLITBOARD SPLITBOARD

HIKE PODS

Featured exclusively on our Doppleganger split board, the new Hike Pods are 
specifically designed to add grip under the bindings in hiking mode, making 

those icy traversesjust a bit more fun.

POWER PODS

 

Extended width under the bindings provides additional edge control and 

board turning performance. The extra width under the bindings toe and heel 

edge eliminate toe and heel drag and while offering exceptional control and 

natural board feel.
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All terrainMEN´S

                      For those who see the whole mountain  
                     as their playground

All Terrain snowboards can handle any type of terrain you drop into – that is what they were 
designed to do. From the groomers, to waist deep powder slashes, to all day park laps, 
these boards were specifically constructed to give you the stability, flex, and response you 
need for whatever you feel like riding on any given day. The boards within the All Terrain 
category vary in flex, shape, and camber profile to allow you to choose the one that is a 
perfect match for your riding style and needs. From the bad-ass and responsive Blacklight 
board, to the return of the believed aysm Diablo, to the do-it-all Team board, to the more 

forgiving Cinema our All Terrain snowboard category has something for everyone.



BLACKLIGHT 
The All-mountain annihilation

Key Technology

Asymmetrical Perfection!

Sizes

DIABLO
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162 163.6

160.6 158.6 155.6

Description
Years of testing and developing has led to a board so well-tuned we can 
honestly say this is the best of the best. Equipped with TRÜE Camber for 
unmatched response, and Diamond Laminates for pop so powerful you 
should probably have a license to Ollie. Outside the heel and toe edge of the 
bindings we have added Power Pods for an edge hold so perfect that you can 
finally lay into those carves like you have always dreamed of. This technology 
packed mid-wide terrain killer will allow you to annihilate any terrain that lies 

before you any day of the week.

Artwork
Ryan Besch

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL SHAPE - TRÜE CAMBER - MID-WIDE WIDTH

ALL TERRAIN FLEX - PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWER PODS - POWERLITE CORE - DIAMOND LAMINATES

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA II BASE

Description
Back by popular demand, we are proud to offer the greatest all-mountain 
board in more sizes this season, so everyone can get a taste of what the 
Diablo has to offer. The twin tip shape allow you to float with style in any 
direction while effortlessly progressing to new heights. The Asymmetrical 
shape combined with our Power Pods provides you with a heel side carve that 
will blow your mind. Created to destroy the entire mountain and spray every 

skier in your way.

Artwork
Paul Brown

Characteristics 
ASYMMETRICAL TWIN SHAPE - CAM OUT CAMBER - MID-WIDE WIDTH

ALL TERRAIN FLEX - DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWER PODS - POWERCORE II - REFLEX CORE PROFILE

BI-LITE LAMINATES - SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

OLD! ASYMMETRICAL TWIN SHAPE

 

A Nitro original invention: already 25 years ago, we figured out that the 

body‘s ability to lean into a turn is different between toe- and heelside. So 

we designed the Asymmetrical Twin, a board that has a deeper heelside 

sidecut to compensate for the human body‘s inability to bend the knees 

in both ways :-). The Diablo model is a modern interpretation in shape, 

construction and flex of the two asymmetrical twin boards offered back in 

the day.

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA II BASE

 

Rocket science put to work! A nanotech wax formula deeply infused into 

our sintered base material makes the base surface lightening fast in all snow 

conditions. Highly tuned yet extremely durable, SPEED FORMULA II base 

technology is exclusively featured on Nitro high-end boards. 

Sizes

159 156
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162 159 156

ÜBERSPOON
Designed For Good Times

Description
The Überspoon was designed to be un-definable, created for one thing and 
one thing only: Good Times all over the mountain. Offering all-mountain float 
and flow that begs for powder, slush, park, and groomers. Many of the team 
riders say it is impossible to have a boring day on the mountain while strapped 
into the Überspoon. The best part about snowboarding is the freedom and that 
is exactly what you´ll get with the Überspoon under your feet. Now updated 

with our Cam-Out Camber for a perfect blend of snap and forgiveness. 

Artwork
R. Nelson Parrish

Characteristics 
ALL-MOUNTAIN TWIN SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER

PROGRESSIVE  WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX - DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE II - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - TRI-LITE LAMINATES

 SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

Artist Spotlight

R. NELSON PARRISH

 

R. Nelson Parrish received a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University of 

Nevada-Reno; and a Masters of Fine Art from the University of California-

Santa Barbara. R. Nelson Parrish investigates color and motion.  His works 

are explorations of intense, yet calming, interactions with the landscape that 

are translated through the language of color.  In 2015, he became the first 

artist to be showcased at BMW Welt in Munich, Germany.

www.rnelsonparrish.com
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Characteristics 
ALL-MOUNTAIN TWIN SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER

PROGRESSIVE  WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX - DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE II - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - TRI-LITE LAMINATES

 SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

PRO ONE-OFF
Always Snowboard With A Smile

„I love the Überspoon, it‘s the only board I ride. Throughout the past two years 

we’ve constantly been tuning the flex, shape and camber. Now it’s ready! 

An amazing playful board which I like to ride in every terrain, especially in 

powder!! It feels light as a feather and that’s how we came up with this year’s 

graphic design. We’ve taken pictures of bird feathers and wings. Then my 

roommate Anderl placed it all together to create the final graphic - Thank you 

buddy. Hope you guys also like it! — Greetings.“ 

 ELIAS ELHARDT

Artwork

ANDREAS ZISSLER



Sizes

Key Technology

Sizes

DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT

 

This sidecut blends a smaller radius in the center with two larger ones in the 

tip and tail, making it loose and playful. The most forgiving of our sidecuts.

162 162

Description
The Team has been an iconic board in our line for years; continuous innovation 
and flex perfection has been the key to its success. This season we have added 
our new TRÜE Camber, which is the perfect amount of standard camber to 
allow you to pop ollies over slow signs, while maintaining a playful and yet 
responsive flex. Team riders like Sam Taxwood, who ride the entire mountain 
from the park, halfpipe, to the steepest of lines, always choose the TEAM. This 
“quiver killer” is equipped with a Sintered Base for speed, Reflex Core Profile 
for the perfect flex, and a Powerlite Core for strength and pop. The Team is 

our pride and joy!

Artwork
Paul Brown

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL TWIN SHAPE - TRÜE CAMBER 

STANDARD AND WIDE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX
DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERLITE CORE - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

Description
Adding the playful, forgiving, and trusted Gullwing Rocker to this legendary 
snowboard allows anyone to turn their local mountain into the ultimate 
personal playground. Stacked with the same technology as the standard 
team, but designed to provide the perfect blend of response and forgiveness 
for easy progression and “surf like” feel no matter the terrain. The Standard 
Camber under the bindings provides the pop and response you need for 
unparalleled control, and the Reverse Camber between the bindings offers the 
most amazing flex and float for presses and pow days. Mount it up and enjoy 

never ending progression and good times.

Artwork
Paul Brown

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL TWIN SHAPE - GULLWING ROCKER
STANDARD AND WIDE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX

DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERLITE CORE - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

Key Technology
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TEAM
GULLWING

Built For Those Who See The Mountain As Their Playground

159 157 155 152 165w 162w 159w 157w

TEAM 
Built For Any Trick, Any Terrain, Any Situation

& TEAM WIDE

159 157 155 152 165w 162w 159w 157w

Gullwing Rocker
Nitro´s Hybrid Camber/Rocker

A hybrid Camber/Rocker profile in a league of it´s own, Gullwing offers the 
best of both worlds for the All-Mountain Destroyer. The Positive Camber under 
each foot supplies riders with the response they know and love while the 
Reverse Camber Profile in the center allows you to experience unparalleled 
float in the Powder, as well as superb press-ability in the Park. This Do-It-All 
design allows you to have a Quiver of one and ride the whole Mountain like 

a Terrain Park.

running length
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TEAM
EXPOSURE

& TEAM EXPOSURE WIDE
Break Out Of Your Normal Life And Go Snowboarding

Wide Sizes

165w 162w 159w 157w

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL TWIN SHAPE - TRÜE CAMBER 

STANDARD AND WIDE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX
DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERLITE CORE - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

159 157 155 152162 BASE

Description
This year we collaborated with world-renowned photo-
grapher Lorenz Holder to create a graphic series that 
inspires you to step out of your daily city life and get into the 
mountains. Snowboarding is always just a quick trip away 
no matter where you are, and it’s a trip that will keep you 
smiling for days. Nothing is better than taking some turns with 
your friends on the mountain especially when you are riding 

a board like the Team. 

Get out and enjoy the ride!

Artwork
Lorenz Holder



Wide Sizes

165w 162w 159w 157w
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159 157 155 152162 BASE

Artist Spotlight

LORENZ HOLDER

 

I grew up in Munich, close to the Bavarian mountains. Those mountains 

have always played a major role in my life. I was a semi-professional 

snowboarder back in the day, until I injured myself badly and I pretty 

much had to quit snowboarding for a whole season in 2003. In that time I 

discovered the pleasure of photography for myself.

I was fascinated by photos that could describe a whole scene, a whole story 

or even a whole day, in just one small moment caught on film. This fascination 

was one of the biggest motivations for me to start my career as a professional 

photographer.

In my photos I like to show the viewers a different angle, something they 

normally wouldn’t notice, even if they were there at the scene. I might use 

colorful flashes, different camera angles or tilt and shift lenses – always 

trying to capture something a bit different. On the other hand, I also love the 

documentary style; simple black and white documentary is something very 

real.

Website: www.lorenzholder.com

Instagram: @lorenzholder.com

TEAM
EXPOSURE 
GULLWING

& TEAM EXPOSURE 
GULLWING WIDE

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL TWIN SHAPE - GULLWING ROCKER
STANDARD AND WIDE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX

DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERLITE CORE - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE
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„The Team snowboard has been my favorite board in the line for years 

because it gives you the pop and snap you need for the park & pipe, but it 

also rips turns in any snow condition the mountain has to offer! It is the ultimate 

all-mountain freestyle board!“ 

 SAM TAXWOOD

Artwork

ANDREW CARNEY

PRO ONE-OFF
For The Ones That Ride It All

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL TWIN SHAPE - TRÜE CAMBER 

STANDARD WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX
DUAL DEGRESSIVE SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERLITE CORE - REFLEX CORE PROFILE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE
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Shaped For Good Times

SMP

Description
The new SMP board was shaped and developed to give you the ammunition 
to annihilate anything in your path. The shape, flex, and deep sidecut allow 
you to descend the steepest or flattest of faces with style and finesse. The Cam-
Out Camber will allow you to charge the steepest of runs with ease, while the 
early rise in the nose and tail will offer a surf-like float. Available at a very 
affordable price so everyone can enjoy this beautiful all-mountain, directional 

surf inspired, old school mountain slayer. 

Artwork
Steven Stone

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER - MID-WIDE WIDTH

ALL TERRAIN FLEX - RADIAL SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

PREMIUM EXTRUDED FH BASE 

Artist Spotlight

STEVEN STONE

 

I was born in Sheridan, Wyoming, but I‘ve been based out of Salt Lake City 

for a long time now.

I‘m an editorial and lifestyle photographer who occasionally dabbles in 

fashion. I love cats and whiskey. I hate New York City. I need to constantly 

be working on something and have a tendency to bite off more than I can 

chew. I spend the bulk of my money trying to make my motorcycle faster than 

it is right now. I just took up cooking and it‘s my current obsession. My puppy, 

Jackson Alabama, is perfect.

http://www.stevenstonephoto.com.

161 158 155
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PRO ONE-OFF
Shaped To Kill 

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL SHAPE - CAM-OUT CAMBER - MID-WIDE WIDTH

ALL TERRAIN FLEX - RADIAL SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE - BI-LITE LAMINATES 

SINTERED SPEED FORMULA HD BASE

„The new SMP model is built for the type of riding i truly enjoy….. All mountain 

blended with a heavy dose of freestyle. Built with speed in mind.

The graphic is strongly influenced by the high desert town I grew up in - 

Ramona, California. We would see tons of rattlesnakes when I was a kid 

exploring the open spaces around my childhood home. The rattlesnake is 

really interesting to me, completely mellow, sun tanning all day, minding its 

own business, but also not to be fucked with, ready to kill at any moment.“ 

 BRYAN FOX

Bryan Fox has done it all in snowboarding from full street video parts, to AK 

freestyle lines, to making his own movies, to competing in SuperNatural, 

therefore when Bryan says he wants a Pro One Off Graphic, he knows exactly 

what board he wants it on. He wants a board that can do it all and handle the 

speed you need to look like a bad ass.

Artwork

BRYAN FOX



CINEMA 
Smooth Progression

Sizes

Artist Spotlight

RYAN BESCH

 

Designer / Illustrator / Printmaker living and working in Western New York 

with my wife and three kids. Inspired by the films, music, comics, pop culture 

/ art of the past and collector of old tactiles. Design by meat grinder.

www.your-cinema.net

162 162

Description
Created to provide smooth and effortless progression from the groomers to the 
park. The Cinema offers a softer, more forgiving ride down the mountain with 
it´s Gullwing Rocker and Park Flex. Developed to be the perfect affordable 
park progression stick for riders looking to improve their presses, butters, spins, 
and flips (if you want to get crazy). This shred stick allows our team riders 
to quickly learn new tricks in the park, while offering enough forgiveness for 
beginners to easily learn how to link turns on the groomers. Progression does 

not have to be difficult. 

Artwork
Ryan Besch

Characteristics 
TWIN SHAPE - GULLWING ROCKER - PROGRESSIVE WIDTH

PARK FLEX - RADIAL SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE II - BI-LITE LAMINATES

PREMIUM EXTRUDED FH BASE 

Description
The Prime´s affordable technology offers the perfect blend of flex and 
response for anyone looking to have good times on the mountain. The new 
Flat-Out Rocker provides the perfect catch free ride that allows riders to skip 
the stress and get straight to the fun of cruising with their friends all day long 
down the mountain. This shred stick provides all the bells and whistles you 
need for any condition, especially when the Directional Shape provides the 
float you need to get through the deepest of powder! Get ready to blast 

through the basics and start learning tricks in no time!

Artwork
Paul Brown

Characteristics 
DIRECTIONAL  SHAPE - FLAT-OUT ROCKER 

STANDARD AND WIDE WIDTH - ALL TERRAIN FLEX - RADIAL SIDECUT 

Special Features
POWERCORE - BI-LITE LAMINATES

PREMIUM EXTRUDED FH BASE 
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159 155 152

Sizes

158 155 152 165w 163w 159w 156w

PRIME
& PRIME WIDE

Good Times Start With The Prime!

Key Technology

BILITE LAMINATES

 

Our rider-trusted Bi-Lite Laminates are engineered for unrivaled strength, 

powerful style and refined board-feel.


